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Cybersecurity has attracted significant political, social, and technological 
attention as contemporary societies have become increasingly reliant on 

computation. Today, at least within the Global North, there is an ever- 
pressing and omnipresent threat of the next “cyber-attack” or the emer- 
gence of a new vulnerability in highly interconnected supply chains. How- 
ever, such discursive positioning of threat and its resolution has typically 
reinforced, and perpetuated, dominant power structures and forms of vi- 
olence as well as universalist protocols of protection. In this collective dis- 
cussion, in contrast, six scholars from different disciplines discuss what it 
means to “do” “critical” research into what many of us uncomfortably refer 
to as “cybersecurity.” In a series of provocations and reflections, we argue 
that, as much as cybersecurity may be a dominant discursive mode with as- 
sociated funding and institutional “benefits,” it is crucial to look outward, 
in conversation with other moves to consider our technological moment. 
That is, we question who and what cybersecurity is for, how to engage as 
academics, and what it could mean to undo cybersecurity in ways that can 

reassess and challenge power structures in the twenty-first century. 

La cybersécurité a attiré une attention politique, sociale et technologique 
considérable tandis que les sociétés contemporaines devenaient de plus en 

plus dépendantes de l’informatique. Aujourd’hui, du moins dans les pays 
du Nord, la menace de la prochaine « cyberattaque » ou de l’émergence 
d’une nouvelle vulnérabilité dans les chaînes d’approvisionnement très 
interconnectées est toujours plus pressante et omniprésente. Cependant, 
ce positionnement discursif sur la menace et sa résolution a générale- 
ment renforcé et perpétué les structures de pouvoir et les formes de 
violence dominantes ainsi que les protocoles de protection universalistes. 
En revanche, dans cette discussion collective, six chercheurs spécialisés 
dans différentes disciplines abordent ce que signifie « effectuer » des 
recherches « critiques » concernant ce que beaucoup d’entre nous 
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2 What Can a Critical Cybersecurity Do? 

qualifient, avec un certain malaise, de « cybersécurité ». Dans une série 
de réflexions et d’incitations à la réflexion, nous soutenons que tant 
que la cybersécurité pourra être un mode discursif dominant avec le 
financement et les « avantages » institutionnels qui lui sont associés, il sera 
essentiel de regarder vers l’extérieur dans un débat avec d’autres courants 
pour réfléchir à notre époque technologique. C’est-à-dire que nous nous 
demandons à qui et à quoi sert la cybersécurité, comment l’aborder en 

tant qu’intellectuels et ce que cela pourrait signifier de déconstruire 
la cybersécurité de manières à réévaluer et à remettre en question les 
structures de pouvoir au XXIe siècle. 

La ciberseguridad ha atraído una importante atención política, social y 
tecnológica a medida que las sociedades contemporáneas han empezado 

a depender cada vez más de la informática. Hoy en día, por lo menos 
en el norte global, existe la amenaza apremiante y omnipresente del 
próximo «ciberataque» o de la aparición de una nueva vulnerabilidad 

en cadenas de suministro altamente interconectadas. Sin embargo, este 
posicionamiento discursivo de la amenaza y su resolución ha, tradi- 
cionalmente, reforzado e, incluso, perpetuado, estructuras de poder 
dominantes y formas de violencia, así como protocolos de protección 

universalistas. En contraste, en este debate colectivo, seis académicos 
de diferentes disciplinas debaten lo que significa «llevar a cabo» una 
investigación «crítica» sobre aquello a lo que muchos de nosotros denom- 
inamos incómodamente «ciberseguridad». En una serie de provocaciones 
y reflexiones, sostenemos que, por mucho que la ciberseguridad sea un 

modo discursivo dominante que conlleva financiación y «beneficios»
institucionales asociados, es fundamental mirar hacia fuera, en un dialogo 

con otros movimientos, para analizar nuestro momento tecnológico. En 

otras palabras, nos preguntamos a quién se destina y para qué sirve la 
ciberseguridad, cómo nos podemos involucrar como académicos y qué
podría significar descomponer la ciberseguridad en formas que permitan 

reevaluar y desafiar las estructuras de poder del siglo XXI. 
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Introduction 

ith the changing dynamics of everyday life through, by, and with computation,
ybersecurity has become a transdisciplinary and seemingly global concern. Even as
e write, there are attacks against “critical national infrastructures,” a recent 2021

ummit was held in Geneva between US President Biden and Russian President
utin centered on cybersecurity, and what appear to be incessant, and growing,
ransomware” attacks across supply chains, as well as concerning cyber operations
n Ukraine prior to what is now, in early 2022, armed conflict. This makes cybersecu-
ity simultaneously both extremely topical and excruciatingly transient as concerns
nd attention move to the next “big” attack. Thus, much attention within cyber-
ecurity has tended to focus on the most recent news cycle, responding to events,
he production of timely policy reports, aiding governments to better improve “na-
ional” strategies, and developing “secure” technologies to be deployed at speed. 

Due to the widespread adoption of computation across our contemporary lives,
ybersecurity has long been approached through the prism of “technical” expertise
nd strategic political assessment. Conventional “orthodox” approaches from inter-
ational relations (IR) and strategic studies (e.g., Rid 2013 ; Kello 2017 ) to computer
cience (e.g., Saltzer and Schroeder 1975 ) have often centered on state-centric or
articular technological concerns for abstract “users.” This frequently manifests

tself either through “black-boxing” the state as an isolated container of interna-
ional engagement or through depicting a “user” as de-contextualized, often pred-
cated on a rational, privileged, and able-bodied man. Such approaches, although
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beneficial in some respects, contribute to a lack of focus on cybersecurity from the
perspective of people and communities. Alternative dynamics and perspectives are
thus sorely required to understand the fundamental changes that cybersecurity is
casting upon societies, which challenge easily consumable “orthodox” material by
states and their respective communities. 

In recent years, alternative perspectives have started to emerge away from the
mainstream of IR ( Dunn Cavelty and Wenger 2020 ) as well as elsewhere, albeit
at different points and with alternative trajectories—across critical security stud-
ies, participatory computer science, geography, and creative and artistic practice.
These disciplinary perspectives have each worked to pluralize and contest what cy-
bersecurity is, and who it speaks to. However, what a critical approach to “cyber” can
contribute to beyond this pluralization—and beyond securitization frameworks—is
not agreed upon. Therefore, we believe that this is a “timely” moment to reflect,
draw threads, and assess the whirling winds of the discourses and materials of this
thing called “cybersecurity.” In so doing, we do not intend to isolate or bring forth
a “critical cybersecurity” in a singular form and condition akin to other turns else-
where but rather to reflect, discuss, and stretch the complexities of cybersecurity
as a concept that is not settled upon, wholly known, and is hotly contested. In this
collective discussion, both early career and senior scholars question what a “criti-
cal” cybersecurity could “do” that simultaneously questions, deconstructs, and even
“hacks back” on the term and the insecurities that become manifest in its appli-
cation. Rather than getting more niche, more “cyber” specific, such a project can
and should have the capacity to make our sites and sources relatable to broader
concerns with what technologies “do” to security, and vice versa. 

Cybersecurity, at the very least in its contemporary forms, not only affects a typical
white, male, unitary individual in the Global North but also works across commu-
nities, in intersection with the dynamics of gender, socioeconomic deprivation, fi-
nancial markets, and nonhuman agencies. Cybersecurity has been understood and
even perpetuated—at least by some—to be a “global” endeavor. 1 This collective
discussion instead articulates how cybersecurity crisscrosses and challenges univer-
salist perspectives, by instead focusing on its everyday uneven practices. Due to its
breadth and impact across different places and disciplines, we are a (somewhat) di-
verse group who work across, through, and in tension with cybersecurity, but all for
whom may be understood as taking a “critical” approach that does not adhere to the
“orthodox” outlined above. In so doing, we attempt to critique where cybersecurity
happens, and trouble who does cybersecurity as much as exposing angles where a
critical approach could offer new perspectives, voices, and crucially power, to those
who are not served well by its contemporary configurations. 

To do so, we detail a conversation between six authors from IR, political sociol-
ogy, politics, security studies, geography, creative practice, computer science, and
beyond, from a range of methodological and conceptual backgrounds, many of
us “meeting” for the first time. We follow a distinctly nonlinear process of writing,
with interjections and thoughts punctuating the piece, on a first-name basis. This
proceeds across two parts. First, we begin with each author offering an opening
“provocation.” These offer a starting point on various interpretations on critical ap-
proaches to cybersecurity, from “pluriverses” to “provincializing,” on sociotechnical
and material approaches, the hacking of “techno-dreams,” its economics, and what
it means to be “critical” in technological design. After each provocation, space is
given to another author to respond to it. In the second substantive part of the dis-
cussion, we each write a set of “reflections” on the entire piece, speaking to one
another inclusive of our opening provocations and subsequent responses. 
1 
MYRIAM : Or: wants to be—it never truly was. This is a point to think about more, but there are localities where 

nobody has ever heard of it or localities where nobody wants to deal with it. It is the “West” who seeks to export cyber- 
security to the globe (because money, mainly) and then they can help with capacity building, etc., and be benevolent 
colonizers again. CLARE : Agreed. This was something I was struggling with as I was writing my first piece.... 
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This process took place exclusively online during the COVID-19 pandemic, with
ideo calls and shared word processing files. This permitted the retention of some
f the most pertinent discussions that occurred in the “comments” and that we pro-
ide as footnotes. We present these to illuminate how the conversation progressed,
ny divergences, and commonalities to stimulate a critical yet reflexive response
here our “workings out” are laid bare. In the vastness of different potentials, and

ometimes unwieldy and diverse perspectives that doing a critical cyber security must
lways involve, we finally provide some “paths forward.” This offers how we may vari-
usly hack, be humble, challenge digital capitalism, reposition the human, as much
s engage with, and through, decolonial and postcolonial thinking. In so doing, we
gree on one thing: that perhaps a critical cybersecurity project may be more of an
n-doing. This is by no means the same as not doing , but instead begins to sketch out
ow such a project could rewire the circuits of power and knowledge of cybersecu-
ity today. 

Provocations 

Andrew C Dwyer: A Cybersecurity of Pluriverses? 

omputation is infused across contemporar y planetar y life and is riddled with
n/securities embedded within Eurocentric systems of thought, governance, and
ractice. A counter to a cybersecurity that is permeated by unequal power dynam-

cs, technical “rationality,” and an excessive focus on great power competition, all
mid the exclusion of people of the global majority, is sorely required. 
As with any “critical” response, I believe it must start with a recollection of where

e stand as academics based in Europe, writing in English. 2 In so doing, this is
ot an attempt to articulate a grand narrative but rather to confront what I find
ost difficult in my own work—how to critique from a position of relative power.

rom the earliest days of securing computation and information, there has been
 tendency to privilege (and actively promote) people like me: white men (see,
.g., Hicks 2018 ). Such people are dominant in all areas of what we might call
ybersecurity—from technical development to those who craft policy in powerful
orporations and states. The issue, as I understand it, is not only about representa-
ion but also who has the power to effect change and the capacity to act and shape
deas of what cybersecurity/ies is/are and what worlds they seek to create. 

Critical feminist accounts have fruitfully sought to attend to gender dynamics,
hereas others have sought to pursue ethical “frameworks” that inadvertently evac-
ate much of the political. Both do not alone go far enough. I believe that most crit-

cal accounts have failed to grapple with the perpetuation of Eurocentric ideas of
echnology and security. 3 They broadly offer what may be considered a “fix” without
eally questioning what world views are sustained (although some work does seek
o unsettle this; e.g., Coles-Kemp and Hansen 2017 ). This is because, ultimately, we
ork in similar places. Cybersecurity centers attention on solving problems for ra-

ional individuals, implementation without assessing technological affordances, im-
roving awareness education, or securing computation for economic and strategic
nds. This is not to say that all these are unimportant—and have helped particu-
ar communities—but critical approaches thus far have struggled to articulate and
2 
MYRIAM : Ah, but is there a “we” here at all? Academics based in Europe writing (often though not only) in English 

s already such a diverse crowd.... LILLY : Agreed, I would really like to see an expansion of this in your next section, an 
npacking of the “we,” as in what this would be/look like, versus who/what? ANDREW : You are both right - I italicised 
he “we” as it holds a lot of different weights! 

3 
LILLY : Agreed. Would love to discuss this more, especially with the “cybersecurity in the global south” research 

e.g., Schia 2018 ) putting western ways of understanding cybersecurity on to “developing” countries. Can/ should a 
lobal south approach be different? If so, why, and how? 

2
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sustain what cybersecurity beyond corporate, state, and Eurocentric approaches
could be (including myself). 

In so performing a critique, what would an alternative be to these dominant cur-
rents? I propose that we could think of cybersecurity through pluriverses ( Escobar
2018 ) that intersect with debates on decolonialism, Blackness, and indigeneity
( Stengers 2010 ; Povinelli 2016 ; Yusoff 2018 ) as well as with contemporary debates on
new materialism, more-than-humanism, and computational agency ( Dwyer 2021 ;
Fouad 2021 ). This does not mean projecting potentially problematic cybersecu-
rity “capacity” measures from the Global North elsewhere. However, as scholars,
we must be able to speak to the worlds of (western) policy and the “interna-
tional/national” dimensions of cybersecurity, if not only for the requirements of
funding, as much as we may seek to decompose such institutional arrangements.
This means questioning the foci of research, funding, and who leads such work.
However, more fundamentally, it is about listening and centering people of the
global majority to understand how and why they may be insecure , rather than “im-
proving” cybersecurity as it stands through adapting technologies that emanate par-
ticular ways of living and securing. 

Thus, my opening is to suggest a pluriversal cybersecurity that moves beyond an
individualistic notion of privacy or security mechanism, offers alternatives to state
and Silicon Valley–centric forms of technological security, and lets a more-than-
human cybersecurity to take root. 

Response by Lizzie Coles-Kemp: Moving to the Edge and Loosening the Academic Ties That Bind 

The particular power that cybersecurity as an academic pursuit typically accrues
comes from its links with industry and government and its usefulness to those enti-
ties. This power is layered on top of the already plentiful sources of power serving
the Academy that Andrew so clearly acknowledges. A critical position on cybersecu-
rity is, at its heart, an attempt to subvert this power dynamic. As cybersecurity schol-
ars, the power and privilege imbued in each of us through our academic training,
our social and professional networks, our socioeconomic resources, and our institu-
tional promotion often bind us ever tighter into the academic–industrial complex
particular to cybersecurity. Attempts to change this dynamic by working from within
the cybersecurity paradigm have largely been unsuccessful. The rise of technolog-
ical security has been accompanied by the mantra that humans are the weakest
link ( Yan et al. 2018 ) and a concomitant industry focused on “correcting” the way
that people interact with data and technology. Counter messages (e.g., Pfleeger,
Sasse, and Furnham 2014 ) have had little effect—even when coming from power-
ful voices within the cybersecurity community (e.g., National Cyber Security Centre
2017 )—and the framing of people as inadequate and incapable of the task of safely
engaging with technology has only stoked the inequalities of a digitally mediated
world. 

As Andrew neatly draws out, as cybersecurity scholars, we must confront our own
roles in this power dynamic. For me, the following questions lurk in the shadows
of this critical reflection: “What future is my scholarship helping to create and who bene-
fits from this future? .” For some of us whose careers have originated from within the
cybersecurity industrial–academic complex, honestly answering such questions can
change the way we see ourselves and at times leads to lifelong redemptive acts. In
particular, such reflection often leads to a recognition that for critical cybersecu-
rity scholarship to be effective, it must be dedicated to the redistribution of power
for the benefit of those who lose most from a society where technology loads the
dice in favor of the already powerful few. Such a shift in perspective dismantles the
notion of “we” where a community of scholarship is our home. Instead, we find
ourselves redefined in relation to the communities we work with. In my own case,
redemption means serving communities to facilitate the building of safer worlds,
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pening political spaces in which the intersections between cybersecurity and so-
ietal insecurities are acknowledged, and co-nurturing networks of solidarity and
ollaboration in which individual acts of security can reside. 

Andrew’s call for a pluriverse of perspectives also questions the notion of the
niversal user and the construction of the threat model upon which cybersecurity
hinking is often grounded. Security as a felt and lived experience is composed
f many securities and insecurities that intersect in different ways for each of us
 Kazansky 2021 ). To embrace this pluriverse requires a simultaneous recognition of
he universality and the particularities of security needs and wants ( Hudson 2005 ),
s well as a critical understanding of the relationships between securities at these
ifferent scales. There are moves in this direction from within the core subdisci-
lines of cybersecurity ( Albrecht et al. 2021 ) but for such a move to be successful,

he principles of honest critical reflection that Andrew draws our attention to must
e at its core. 4 

Clare Stevens: Provincializing Politics and Disciplinary “Homes”

ybersecurity is often presented as a symptom of “modernity,” of risk and insecu-
ity and rupture. The rest of the world is subsequently assumed to be external to
his world-historical process ( Bhambra 2007 ), which technologies diffuse or trickle
down” to poorer countries or “out” to the peripheries ( Quet and Dahdah 2020 ).
owever, different spatial, temporal, geographic, or national contexts should not
e viewed simply as a space for data extraction or a place to which European con-
epts about “cyber” and “security” diffuse. For those of us working in critical security
tudies and IR, a critical cybersecurity is not just adding (cybersecurity) politics and
ites to studies of security, as a widening and deepening of “security,” nor is it simply
ne in which voices from the periphery would be “allowed to enter into” debates
ith the center. I argue that a “critical cybersecurity” should instead be a site for the-
ry making ( Anderson 2017 ), for understanding more about “security.” How should
his be done? 

First, a “critical cybersecurity” can be an “agonistic” form of “politics.” In my own
ork, by subscribing to a critical project that wishes to challenge exceptionalist

ecurity narratives and to denaturalize technologically determinist statist discourses,
he analytical concept of “cybersecurity politics” has offered me a crucial means
f providing “nuanced analyses of the ways in which security is constructed and
hallenged in particular social, historical and political contexts” ( Browning and
cDonald 2013 , 251; Hagmann, Hegemann, and Neal 2018 ; Dunn Cavelty and
enger 2020 ). This has allowed me to address the criticisms of securitization or

oststructuralist approaches, which view the politics of “security” as possessing a
niversal logic ( Balzacq 2015 ). 
However, there are many reasons why it may be problematic to mobilize “politics”

n a critical project without first consciously reflecting on this term. If this project
spires to be an agonistic politics, without such a reflection, there is a risk that
e unconsciously reproduce judgments about specific forms of liberal/democratic
olitics being the thing communities everywhere should aspire to ( Aradau 2004 ;
obson 2007 ; Bertrand 2018 ; Howell and Richter-Montpetit 2020 ). To act as an

gonistic politics then, we must take these critiques seriously, so I propose that a
critical cybersecurity” can act as the assembly point for a “provincialized” critical
ybersecurity. 
4 
MYRIAM : This, to me, reads like a response to all our pieces. The struggle to define our own role in the system we 

re working for/in/against – and then changing what we identify as problematic. Ultimately, perhaps, this means we 
hould all leave academia? 
IZZIE : Thank you :) I do agree - “staying in” academia is hard at times ... I do wonder whether there might be a future 

ife for critical scholars where we are neither in nor out? 
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Second then, and in response to these critiques of implicit notions of politics of
security, by provincialized 

5 ( Holmwood 2009 ; Bhambra 2010 ), I mean to acknowl-
edge that the concerns of “cyber” and “security” are not the same everywhere.
Specifically, they are not some disruptive symptom of modernity or a grand narrative
experienced the same way everywhere, and neither should analyses of these specific
contexts signify a particularism transformed into a universal ( Bhambra 2010 ). By
touching upon so many levels of analysis, sites of experience, and fields of practice,
concerns with or of “cybersecurity” as an agonistic politics have wider relevance
beyond seemingly esoteric “cyber”: in this way, such an interdisciplinary, multisited,
context-specific scholarship can instead offer a way to (re)build those core concepts
of security studies ( Barkawi and Laffey 2006 ; Bhambra 2007 ). 

This is why International Political Sociology (IPS) can be the place for “the as-
sembling of a deliberately untidy cognitive platform on which to build” a different
critical security project through a postcolonial lens ( Anderson 2017 , 229), and the
“home” for a multifarious range of scholars, new and established, from different
“methodological hinterlands” ( Law 2004 ). It is tempting to think in terms of im-
pact and policy relevance for what this project can “do,” but as one of the distin-
guishing features of a critical approach is that we do not claim to speak “the” truth
( C.A.S.E. Collective 2006 ), then who is going to be interested in hearing that story?
With a “provincialized” approach to cybersecurity I do not argue for simplicity or
only making explanations more context specific. Our task is to make our stories
relevant: rather than getting more niche, more “cyber” specific, we need to make
the debates we have, the original research insights we have relatable to broader
concerns with what technologies “do” to security, and vice versa. This is what this
provincialized and agonistic critical cybersecurity can do . 

Response by Myriam Dunn Cavelty: The End of Cybersecurity as We Know It 

In her intervention, Clare expresses an aspiration for an alternative academic
project: one that is free of disciplinary constraints and, more importantly, breaks
with thoughts and practices that claim universal reach but are often divorced from
actual human concerns. Like Andrew, she calls for a multiplication of conceptual
lenses through which to scrutinize cyber politics in action, whereby the meaning
of “politics” is contingent and needs situational unpacking, and like Lilly (below),
she calls attention to alternative localities in which cybersecurity’s homogeneity is
challenged. 

Beyond this and maybe unwittingly, Clare also suggests the end of all cybersecurity
scholarship, critical or not. Surprisingly perhaps, given that we are gathered here
to debate “what a critical cybersecurity can do,” I agree with that point. A critical
cybersecurity must stop being about cybersecurity to do its best work yet. 

For a variety of reasons that merit their own discussion elsewhere, cybersecurity
scholarship of all colours has emerged in a bubble of its own making (see Pip’s
provocation below for a similar point). At political science conferences, we used
to mainly talk to each other. We were a slow growing club of geeks that knew how
technological practices interact with political consequences and vice versa. That
identity suited us well—there is a certain power in being different and we leveraged
the outsider status to our benefit, with critical cyber scholars being double outsiders
in a field dominated by rationalist approaches and US strategic concerns. 

Something is changing of late, however. In noncritical cybersecurity circles, the
wish to become more relevant for broader discussions in IR and security is growing.
This wish developed in parallel to an increasing amount of literature that depicts
5 
CLARE : I’d love to explore the links between a provincialized cybersecurity, and the ideas of collective security that 

Lizzie and Andrew talk to … I think there’s something important there potentially about moving away from techno- 
rationalist conceptions of security and the importance of securing individual data for individualised liberal subjects, to 
different (provincialized/“decentred?”) conceptions of what security might mean in this context? 
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yber operations as far less effective than everybody used to think ( Lindsay 2013 ;
orghard and Lonergan 2019 ), with cyber conflicts being cyber ed conflicts at the
ery most. In other words, the more normalized cyber whatsoever becomes in ev-
ryday life and politics, the less sense it makes to treat it as something different or
xceptional. 
Rather than giving up the “cyber” label to be more relevant for the mainstream,

e should consider giving up the “cyber” label to step out of the discursive prison
hat is forming around us. 6 As scholars, we are complicit in giving cybersecurity

ore power than it arguably should have. We have used it as a label to create an
dentity for ourselves—but increasingly, cybersecurity stands for political strategies
nd modes of thinking that create insecurities across the planet in the name of
ecurity. We can challenge this by relabeling our approaches as “critical”; however, a
ritical cybersecurity is still caught in the same system of meaning, where our critical
pproaches are pitted “against” something. 

One way out of this may be a provincialized approach that is radical in its refusal
f dominant knowledge, dominant theory, and dominant concepts. Even dominant

anguages—in our case, English—become problematic if we want to give otherness
 true voice. This creates an interesting opportunity for starting with the provincial-
zing of the debate at the core, in localities that are close to us. If being relevant is
 goal, challenging the dominant discourse from the inside out by engaging with
roblematic communities such as the military and intelligence agencies and not

he outside in might be a strategy to consider. If we manage to rebuild at least parts
f cybersecurity this way (and potentially lose, or at least severely destabilize, the
erm in the process), our research will more easily become “relatable to broader
oncerns with what technologies ‘do’ to security, and vice versa.”

Lilly Pijnenburg Muller: A Sociotechnical Relational Approach to Cybersecurity 

he making of cybersecurity is only possible through the relations between tech-
ologies and humans, and as such it is imperative that we study how objects and
ubjects interact and shape particular formulations of “threats” and the resulting
ractices in the name of “security.” Being “critical,” it is as such essential to ques-
ion how cybersecurity is practiced across sociotechnical universes, as a way to com-
licate, and thereby challenge, commonplace narratives of technological deter-
inism or essentialism. The critical project I advocate is a deconstructive project

hat speaks to bigger debates than just of “cyber.” First, relating these practices
ack to the larger and generalized category-making efforts of “threat” and “cy-
ersecurity” illuminates how generalized “cybersecurity” categories rest on prob-

ematic assumptions. Second, deconstructing categories of “threats” and “secu-
ity” can illuminate how taken-for-granted categories (such as human/nonhuman,
ocial/technical, threat/benign, security/insecurity) are produced in these
ractices. 
6 
CLARE : So, could we say we’re interested in studying “digital in/security,” or “networked societies” or something 

ike that, instead of the ‘cyber’ label, with all of its attendant problems and ambiguities? What can a critical cybersecurity 
o? It can stop calling itself that for starters…?! 
ILLY : Agreed! this is echoing Mark Graham’s (2013) early work, and Smeets and Shires’ (2017) article on “cyber”: 

hat the label is actually empty, but we keep using it to get audience/funding.... PIP : I see what you mean here, but I 
hink it’s important to acknowledge that it might be empty and a buzzword and fluffy etc., I don’t think the actual label 
s “empty”... at least when we think about what the label - i.e., the name – does so much work – maybe as collateral in 
ultural narrative and in pure digital economics (i.e. how much capital is gained by the circulation of the word though 
latforms, portals. search, social media etc.?). 
NDREW : I think I may sit somewhere in the middle here - in that, yes, like all terms and descriptors, they are “empty”
s such. But their emptiness comes “alive” in their relation to others – so yes, as Pip says, there is a real power to “cyber”
s a label in how it comes to be performed by organisations, funding bodies, and so on. Thus, a question comes, do we 
ish to fill another “empty” term to do “our” work, or do we – in the terms of Donna Haraway (2016) – “stay with the 

rouble” of “cyber”? 

 on 25 July 2022
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So, how do we “do” a critical cybersecurity? Most broadly, I suggest this includes
asking how knowledge circulates across transversal logics ( Basaran et al. 2017 ;
McCluskey 2019 ; Aradau in Salter et al. 2019 , 24; Bellanova, Jacobsen, and Monsees
2020 ), and how they are relationally produced in-and-through each other or con-
nected in a cognitive assemblage ( Hayles 2016 ). A critical approach to cybersecurity
in my current research means opening up the sociotechnical production in making
indicators of threat and inversely how security measures are made against them in
a continuum. To do so, I unpack the co-constitutive relation between the techno-
logical systems in which cybersecurity practices are embedded and the frames and
capacities for decision-making ( Hayles 2016 ). Following the shift of attention to the
politics that takes place in the everyday construction and design of digital technol-
ogy ( Balzacq et al. 2010 ; Austin 2019 ), I decenter the human and place it within the
material- semiotic web of relations in knowledge production that are geared toward
efficient decision-making ( Suchman 2012 ). In other words, the research must ask
where the politics take place in the everyday construction of security. 

Researching how indicators of threat are made, and inversely how security is
made in response, means questioning what is included and excluded in the so-
ciotechnical practices of threat indicator production, who produces this knowledge
and how, and how this shapes the security measures, and policy developments made
in response. To examine the sociotechnical making of indicators of threat, we must
unpack their configuration. Studying the situated, the quotidian, and the ethnogra-
phies of day-to-day practices as such has a double intent. First, when focusing on new
modes of knowledge production and what they mean, it is essential that the research
attends carefully to the routinized mechanisms that produce distinctions between
human/nonhuman/less-than-human/inhuman (Aradau in Salter et al. 2019 , 23–
24). Placing focus on these distinctions in turn opens up space to question “how
agency is distributed . . . and in what ways actors contribute to systemic dynamics
and consequently how responsibilities—technical, social, legal and ethical—should
be apportioned” ( Hayles 2016 , 34). This is significant, as it can allow us to re-hink
where the politics take place in the everyday construction of security ( Schwarz
2021 ), while making visible how humans are intricately woven into the ecologies
of technology. 

Response by Pip Thornton: Which Came First—the Threat or the Security? 

This is a sociotechnical approach to cybersecurity that I wholeheartedly agree with
on some fronts but am less sure on others. 

Immediately for me, I want to start thinking about this perceived threat/security
axis—can I call it a co-dependence? Which came first in a chicken and egg sce-
nario? Threat or security? Is there security without threat? Is there threat without
security? As Lilly suggests, critical cybersecurity should rewind, deconstruct, and in-
terrogate the constructs of threat and security. The bottom line is to work out who
benefits from threat/security—and who benefits (politically, culturally, financially)
from constructing, funding, and perpetuating this discourse? Lilly addresses this
question in her proposal that we need to unpack what is included and excluded in
these practices, who benefits and how, but I think a deeper dive into the semantics
and economics of security and threat might be fruitful. 

I do not want to turn this response into a philosophical conundrum, and I am
sure there must be literature about the accepted/received dichotomy between
threat and security, but I wonder if thinking about security without threat—and
what that would mean—might be a productive critical lens (as Myriam does in her
provocation below)? Likewise, has the literature accepted that threat and security
are the protagonists in this play? What if they were not? Could a critical cyberse-
curity destabilize this and begin to reveal the protagonists in the construction of
both threat and security? Lilly’s call to de-center the human as a critical approach
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o cybersecurity is key here, but from my own perspective it is often the economy
hat is the hidden actor in these systems, and unpacking the human/nonhuman in
he economy is a whole new rabbit hole, especially if—as Louise Amoore suggests—
conomy can be understood “as extending to the oikos, to the attributes of popula-
ion, cluster, and household” ( Dwyer et al. 2021 , 46). 

A final comment is on Lilly’s suggestion that looking at the politics of the con-
truction of digital technologies allows “a critical approach [which] de-centers the
uman and places it within the material semiotic web of relations geared towards effi-
ient decision making ” [my emphasis]. On first reading, this seemed to place “efficient
ecision making” as the goal of digital technology, which I think would need an aw-

ul lot more unpacking beyond the scope of this piece, but I would be interested to
nderstand more of what Lilly meant by this statement. 

Myriam Dunn Cavelty: Hacking the Digital Techno-Dream 

ritical cybersecurity scholars face at least two challenges: first, we need to prove the
alue of critical research in a field dominated by technical wizards who bend code,
ewrite protocols, and patch holes to secure our dream of the techno-miracles to
ome (blockchain everywhere! artificial intelligence! quantum computing!); sec-
nd, for decades, we have remained a small, and one could bemoan, marginalized
roup of scholars because our smart and brightest change their research topic 7 or
ven leave academia altogether since there are not enough positions. 
The two challenges are interconnected: digital technologies have an eerie ability

o center security discourses on their indisputable material deficiencies that need
o be fixed—or else. Think of how vulnerable critical infrastructures such as the
nergy grid are! The consequences of a sustained outage would be devastating.
nd is it not true that politically motivated cyber incidents are on the rise? The
rgent need to secure humanity’s techno-dream against disruptions and the adverse
ther is gaining rapid ground as a key policy concern, bringing forth new markets
erpetually hungry for specialized knowledge. 
If we understand security not as “a noun that names things” but “as a principle of

ormation that does things” ( Dillon 1996 , 16), then cybersecurity does a lot of things
n increasingly powerful, expansive ways: the security of the digital is as much about
echnical practices and economic solutions to ensure the confidentiality, integrity,
nd availability of information as it is about refurbishing hardcore geopolitical se-
urity discourses with new life by colonizing the multiplicity of cybered spaces with
 singular violent logic. 

In a basic form, critical work means to “interrogate security as a form of produc-
ive power that makes reality intelligible and actionable in particular ways” ( Aradau
nd van Munster 2017 , 75). Cybersecurity is a form of productive power that needs
rgent and sustained dismantling because of its invasiveness and because it works

ts magic through the merger of economic progress, social well-being, and security
oncerns. Even more importantly, we need to destabilize that power by disrupt-
ng its complacency. To accomplish that, critical cybersecurity can hack the digital
echno-dream by inserting uncomfortable questions, alternative meanings, and new
olitical options into its machinery. 
Just like hackers exploiting vulnerabilities in the information infrastructure to

ain access to a proprietary system, we need to employ a variety of steps and tech-
iques to achieve our objectives. One of the most important ones in my experi-
nce is a close collaboration with security communities 8 of practice with the goal
7 
LIZZIE : This is interesting - do you mean they start out critical and then either leave or become more orthodox? 

s there traffic back the other way? (I definitely started out more orthodox and became critical). 
YRIAM : I know many people who had to leave academia because they did not find academic jobs. They now work for 

anks and consultants, dropping their critical skin entirely 
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“to render interaction between publics, governing authorities, social scientists and
techno-scientific experts productive in terms of transforming professional practices
and creating responsiveness to societal values” ( Evans, Leese, and Rychnovská 2021 ,
191). Objectively, the information infrastructure is insecure—with material, though
varying, consequences for all of us. Picking up on the old debate whether there
is such a thing as “positive” or “just” security ( Floyd 2011 ; Roe 2012 ), critical cy-
bersecurity is in an excellent position to show the world what a positive and just
cybersecurity looks like. 

Response by Andrew C Dwyer: Beyond a Hack of Cybersecurity? 

There is much to think about in the intersecting, and complex, ways in which cyber-
security becomes manifest in Myriam’s response. I think this is most lucid in think-
ing about a “techno-dream” of cybersecurity. Such a techno-dream can be traced to
broader movements in how technology has been used as a way to “colonize” power
and centralize it with certain power brokers, such as Apple and Google (e.g., Wark
2019 ; Zuboff 2019 ). I cannot but think about COVID-19 mobile contact tracing us-
ing Apple and Google’s protocol. Here, privacy concerns against the state were used
to justify a singular centralization of pandemic security. Who permitted the power
of corporations to dictate—writ large—the bodily securities of people across the
world? 

So, if we are living in this techno-dream, I think this is a broader societal
(re)arrangement of the possibility of technologies, currently spurred through a nar-
rative that algorithms are able to automate and are unproblematically knowable due
to their mathematic arrangements (see Dwyer et al. 2021 for a discussion of Louise
Amoore’s critique in Cloud Ethics [ Amoore 2020 ]). However, it is also one that has
a significant lineage from cybernetics that form, arguably, an interweaving between
cybersecurity and other technological imaginaries today, even if their earlier paths
diverged. Thus, cybersecurity is but part of a systemic move to open up data (and
thus our lives) to algorithms to be able to permit assessments of risk or, inversely,
the best way to sell us books on Amazon. I think we can see that this techno-dream
of rationality that is pervading our political institutions is one that demands an al-
ternative to rationality. Hence, I might consider whether there is a “singular violent
logic” but rather rationalities multiple that cohere into a violent, yet unequally dis-
tributed, weight borne by others ? 

To tackle this may mean speaking with people who I have found particularly in-
spiring in media studies ( Parikka 2007 ; Sampson 2012 ) to those who have written
about the promise of computation and our relations to algorithms and calculation
( Hayles 1999 ; Browne 2015 ; Amaro and Khan 2020 ). Here, we see common atten-
tion to those who “bend” code to offer seductive narratives of social progress while
promulgating a universalist worldview, or indeed obscuring that insecurity is a dom-
inant reality for many of the global majority (and indeed within the Global North).
How this then intersects with those in policy becomes absolutely pressing. Think-
ing toward what a normative position of a “positive” cybersecurity may be, I leave
open to those who read this paper. Yet, perhaps, some paths may lead to an en-
gagement with security communities and aligning with debates on algorithms and
social justice. This may mean a deconstruction of cybersecurity’s rationalities rather
than a “hack” to rebuild, together, something subjective and wholly scientific in its
8 
LIZZIE : This is a very interesting start point - it often occurs to me that security technologies are not necessarily 

about security but more about the performance of security to make money. Security practice communities on the other 
hand are often a lot more about achieving a security goal. 
MYRIAM : Isn’t the problem with “cybersecurity” that there are many different securities at work at the same time - and 
that the goals are also multiplying? LIZZIE : I think you are right - but that’s because cybersecurity becomes a “catch-all”
for security in a digitally mediated world... I think the notion of cybersecurity has almost outlived its usefulness - time 
to re-think how we look at security in a digitally mediated environment. 
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wn form. Work on gender-based violence demonstrates such an avenue in how it
s speaking beyond, through, and with cybersecurity in inspiring ways ( Slupska and
anczer 2021 ). I would be coy to hack our way back. 

Lizzie Coles-Kemp: Why Put the Critical into Technological Security Design? 

echnological security at the technical core of cybersecurity is a collage of com-
uter network security, computer security, and the security of the data itself. The
bject to be protected is the technology or the data produced and stored by the
echnology but there has always been an implicit/unspoken assumption that if dig-
tal technology 9 and the data it produces are protected, then the people using that
echnology are also protected. It is this assumption that a critical approach to tech-
ological security disrupts and challenges. While the implications of computing for

he safety and security of the individual have been part of security analysis since the
arly days of computer security ( Saltzer and Schroeder 1975 ), little attention has
een given to the ways in which technological security might enable digital transfor-
ations that potentially render people more insecure in their day-to-day lives. With

he advent of “usable security” ( Zurko and Simon 1996 ; Adams and Sasse 1999 ) in
he 1990s, users of security technology have been explicitly folded into technolog-
cal security thinking. However, in a world where the boundaries between people
nd technology are blurred, I would argue that it is not enough to focus on tech-
ological security being compatible with people; an understanding is also needed
f the security of people and how that relates to technology. To achieve this, critical
valuation needs to be embedded into all stages of the design and deployment of
echnological security. 

A critical study of technological security, therefore, might start with the funda-
ental question “Technological security for whom?” and with the challenge “Who

r what is doing the securing?.” Graham Smith (2005) set out four security ques-
ions that can be used to challenge a technological security proposition: 

• “Who or what needs to be secured?”
• “What is doing the securing?”
• “Why is the subject being secured?”
• “Who or what is the subject being secured from?”

Smith developed these from an earlier set of questions ( Baldwin 1997 ) that ex-
licitly focuses on the trade-offs and potential costs of adopting a particular security
trategy. Baldwin structures these questions to show that trade-offs are predicated
n an understanding of “security for whom” and “whose values are being secured.”
hen we use these questions to critically analyze technological security, we rarely

erive a simple answer and usually reveal that there are several parties benefiting
n different ways from the security technologies, often at the cost of others. A crit-
cal approach to the design of technological security draws out these interdepen-
encies and conflicts between parties. Such interdependencies and conflicts often
9 
LILLY : This connects nicely to Myriam’s point of the old idea of as long as the vulnerabilities are secured, the users 

re secure too. Maybe this is something to discuss/open up more? 
LARE : But also brings to mind a question about how we can or do make “vulnerabilities” meaningful…there’s a 

echnical component at the level of code and software and hardware interacting in unexpected ways for example, but 
here’s also the non-fungible quality of these vulnerabilities as emergent properties, but there’s also the socio-cultural 
hing of some vulns being more worrying or relatable for some national cultures or groups…I wonder if vulns mean 
he same for all people?! 
IZZIE : Clare’s point also makes me think how vulnerabilities are part of the "felt" experience of security. I would 
erhaps go as far as to say that meaningful vulnerabilities are the ones you feel (prepared to be disabused of this 
otion, though) ... what vulnerabilities you worry about varies greatly if you’re in finance, a state, or an individual. 

 2022
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challenge the claims that can be made about the power of a technological security
approach and alter the understandings around risks related to digital programs.
To be effective as an agent of positive change that benefits the security of people,
a critical understanding of technological security must, however, join forces with a
wider critical security movement to fundamentally change the security discourse for
society as a whole because technological security is embedded within a much larger
security complex. 

Response by Lilly Pijnenburg Muller: A Critical Study of Technological Security 

In my engagement with Lizzie, I pick up on the tension between universal design
and particular design, and the call for a critical evaluation to be embedded into
all stages of the design and deployment of technological security . Starting from the
premise that we need to go beyond thinking that security is connected to the tech-
nology that holds cyberspace together, there are two main points I want to follow
up on. 

The first one is the social construction of security through the building and cre-
ation of technology. Starting from Lizzie’s blurred boundaries between people and
technology I agree that it is “not enough to focus on technological security being
compatible with people.” The security of people in relation to the technology needs
to be evaluated too. Placing critical evaluation into all stages of the design and de-
ployment of technological security while embracing the “social” roots and impact
of design is of utmost importance. However, the technology must not be forgotten
in this analysis; it is a sociotechnical relational matter. What I mean by this is that
technological security can indeed be seen as social security enacted through 1s and
0s, but the 0s and 1s impact the social as much as the social impacts the 1s and 0s. It
is the relationship between them that design develops. Rather than moving back
and forth between a discussion if it is the social or technical that matters, can we
study these in relation to each other? Or is the social in the end the main factor and
area that needs scrutiny? 

Following up on this question leads me to my second point relating to the ten-
sion between universal design and particular design. Paying attention to the inter-
dependencies and conflicts between parties indeed challenges the claims that can
be made about the power of a technological security approach and our understand-
ings around risks related to digital programs. However, I wish to draw attention to
the awareness of the parties in this conflict. In questioning who is driving cybersecu-
rity ahead and with what intent, is there an aware actor that gets to decide, act, and
have “power” to set those parameters? Indeed, the international political economy
(IPE) of cybersecurity, and the impact the market has on driving the (in)security
ahead, is in urgent need of attention. Returning to the everyday design and usage
of the agents that build the technology that upholds “cyberspace” and the need for
critical evaluation at all stages of the design and deployment of technological se-
curity, is there an active and self-conscious power in everyday design? Are everyday
designers and constructors aware of the power (and potential biases) embedded in
their design? Or is it rather a lack of awareness of power (in the dispersed sense)
that we need to pay attention to? If power is in the design of everyday technology,
but the designers are not (necessarily) aware of the impact and possible biases built
into microtechnology, where is the power? The IPE around cyber(in)security is in
need of urgent scrutiny, but similarly the (potential lack of) awareness of power
embedded in the everyday sociotechnical configuration of technology needs to be
unpacked and critically assessed. The power structures built into the design effect
not only the technology but also society at large, and vice versa. Questioning who
and what gets to decide, act, and have “power” to set the parameters in designing
security is of quintessential importance in a critical study of (cyber)security opening
up the assumptions and power structures embedded in security making. 
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Pip Thornton: Who Will Buy My Cybersecurity? 

 critical cybersecurity must also interrogate the emergence of “cybersecurity” as a
eyword, a geopolitical issue, and, perhaps most importantly, as a brand. 
“Cyber” as a buzzword attracts funding, pay packets, and investment. Back in the

ay it was “information security,” but that does not have the same ring to it. So what
ork is that word doing? 
What if cybersecurity is a bubble of its own creation? What if cyber insecurity is
ore important than cybersecurity—it is certainly in the interests of security com-

anies that systems remain insecure—or at least that the prevailing narrative is one
f insecurity. Antivirus software plays on our fears and tales of hacking and ran-
oming. A critical cybersecurity would interrogate these narratives from a social and
ultural perspective, challenging the construct of cybersecurity, before even think-
ng about its technical workings. A critical cybersecurity must insist on disciplinary
iversity. 
A critical cybersecurity must ask who controls the cybersecurity industry. Who

ains from “insecurity,” both in economic and in political capital? This is in terms of
ot only dedicated “security” companies, but also digital platforms that gain adver-

ising revenue from bot-spread viral stories, or Google, which actually earns money
rom the very word “cybersecurity.” There are interesting insights to be had into
he geopolitical and economic value of cybersecurity in search engine results. A
uick look at the data produced by Google Ads shows that the word “cybersecu-
ity” is more expensive for advertisers to link to their pages in different local and
lobal geographic areas. Edinburgh is a hotspot in the United Kingdom, as is San
rancisco in the United States, and India globally, revealing the market-driven na-
ure of cybersecurity and its relative “value” in certain places—tech hubs maybe or
utsourced production hubs ( Thornton 2018 ). 
What this illustrates is how cybersecurity is interwoven in a wider political

conomy—and as cybersecurity becomes more weaponized, it is easy to see where
t fits in a wider military industrial complex too. Another way of looking at this is
o ask how cybersecurity is different from just security? As shown by the Google
d data, “cybersecurity” is not universally equally valued or indeed equally valuable .
ome final provocations might be what are we securing against? Is this political? Is
t purely economic? Is cybersecurity the symptom rather than the cause? 10 

Response by Clare Stevens: Commodity Fetishes and Chronopolitics 

ip’s closing point is a provocative one and chimes with my own sense of cyberse-
urity as a set of culturally specific imaginaries and spatialized practices. As societies
ecome more networked, more interwoven with computation and communication
echnologies, so too do new insecurities, vulnerabilities, unexpected hiccups, and
ystem turbulences emerge. Cybersecurity as a set of practices geared toward repair,
aintenance, and anticipation is thus dependent on that dynamic: it portrays itself

s a direct response to those emergent technological and social interactions and
heir unforeseen breakdowns and break-ins. Cybersecurity may thus be a “cultural

aterialisation of the economic” ( Cook and Crang 1996 , 134). However, there is
lso a really important element that I think all of the contributors are implicitly or
xplicitly seeking to interrogate, namely to understand how much “cybersecurity”
n turn as a practice and a concept with its own political economy is also producing or
erhaps unwittingly propagating those insecurities, as in Lilly’s piece. Lizzie’s pieces
10 
CLARE : Yes! I think it is…I was trying to make a case about this, that like “vulnerabilities” being socially/culturally 

eaningful ( Bijker et al. 2012 ), that “cybersecurity” in US security politics at least has acted like an allegory for wider 
ocial and technological change-processes… cybersecurity politics are efforts to make sense of/impose some order on 
etworked computation and associated social/political changes, but these politics are constitutive of these broader changes too . 
maginaries of vulnerabilities produce “cybersecurity,” but cybersecurity imaginaries produce vulnerabilities too….? 
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in turn have eloquently drawn out the potential—and need—for constructive cyber-
security practices that should be oriented toward community-based considerations,
of a social cybersecurity. However, Pip’s piece also makes an important interven-
tion about the commodity fetishization of the term itself. Commodification really
is everywhere—as Pip highlights, even the word “cybersecurity” has its own political
economy and circulatory value. 

Thinking of it as a buzzword with its own “clickable” value is a fruitful way of
moving discussions on from the ambiguity and “mess” of the term “cybersecurity.”
In contrast to approaches that have sought to point to how contested or appar-
ently meaningless the term is, including my own work that has been about tracing
the narrative processes of people trying to make sense of, and draw the concep-
tual and political boundaries of this category “cybersecurity” as a relatively passive
entity, Pip’s reflection instead suggests how the term may be an active participant
in these economies. I interpret Pip’s call to investigate the work this term does to
mean it could perhaps be treated like a “mutable mobile” ( Law and Mol 2001 ) with
its own political economy, and perhaps even agency. This approach could investi-
gate the work the term does as it travels, moves, is clicked, circulated, and also how
it gets anchored to particular tech-hubs, locations, centers of technological produc-
tion and exchange such as San Francisco, Edinburgh, Delhi, and more. This could
begin to trace, or map, the commercial, political, economic, and circulatory value
of a term as an abstracted entity, akin to tracing a “data journey” ( Bates, Lin, and
Goodale 2016 ). This could do the work of disclosing the spatial lives of commodi-
ties, a form of “geographical detective work,” even while acknowledging that is not
innocent work to map such spatiotemporal configurations ( Castree 2001 ). This may
pose—rather than answer—a more troubling set of questions about where the sites
and unseen socialities of these commodities may lie ( Castree 2001 ). 

This brings me to my second point in response to Pip’s urge that a “critical cyber-
security would interrogate these narratives from a social and cultural perspective,
challenging the construct of cybersecurity, before even thinking about its technical
workings.” Marxist ideas of fetish commodities imply production and the links be-
tween “value” and capitalist time, and Pip’s piece also thereby alludes to the inter-
woven and co-constitutive links between temporality and spatiality ( Klinke 2013 ).
Such an investigation into the spaces-and-times or the “chronopolitics” ( Stevens
2016 ) that cybersecurity practices apparently congregate and congeal around sug-
gests an opening for critical scholars to consider and actively explore the heterotem-
poralities at work, what Andrew referred to as the pluriverses of cybersecurity prac-
tices, which may exist beyond state and corporate interests. Ours is not a critical
project with an implied narrative of progress , as though what a critical project does
or says “now” can have any predictable outcome toward some liberal progressive
future ( Hutchings 2007 ). Instead, it is a call to attend to the different temporalities
interacting, emerging, and perhaps pushing back against, the kinds of temporal
narratives implicit in accounts that reference some essentialized characteristic of
modernity in terms of speed and immediacy and urgency. I think Pip’s intervention
is a valuable prompt for us to ask: whose times, whose cultures, whose spaces are
implicated in constructing cybersecurity? 

Reflections 

Andrew C Dwyer: Getting Stuck in, Being Humble 

Throughout this discussion, we have grappled with being scholars of cyber(security).
I have tended to feel uncomfortable about being wholly identified as such while also
acknowledging its associated “costs.” That is, regardless of cybersecurity as a thing,
it has “real” impacts on early career scholars (which Myriam also raises): it affects
which conversations you are invited to as well as the funding that you may receive.
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o not talk about cybersecurity in my own work would be to isolate myself from
he powerful institutions and framings that I simultaneously wish to challenge—or

aybe “hack”—the domination of state-centric positions that sit at the core of the
ritique provided by IPS. Yet, as Lizzie suggests, we must participate in “lifelong acts
f redemption.” I am unsure whether there is such a redemption possible, but being
ontinually aware, seeking to promote others, means re-centering, re-prioritizing,
nd leading (and knowing when not to lead) debates. 

One way I have attempted to do this is the formation of the Offensive Cyber
orking Group in the United Kingdom. I remain frustrated at the US- and state-

entric approach to conceptualizing cybersecurity as well as those who are not
onsidered essential to these conversations. As a “critical” scholar, I think becoming
art of the flow of contemporary debates permits a shift, new articulations, and
ossibilities that “stay with the trouble” ( Haraway 2016 ) of cybersecurity that have
een highlighted across the pieces, and in particular here by Pip. As Myriam
rgues, “[i]f being relevant is a goal, challenging the dominant discourse from
nside out by engaging with problematic communities such as the military and
ntelligence agencies and not the outside in might be a strategy to consider.” This
s one method of “doing” critical cybersecurity. Of course, there are great risks with
uch an approach, but I believe it imperative to be in and out (of this metaphorical
pace) to make new worlds as much as we must collectively, and with humbleness
 Saville 2021 ), imagine. 

In my opening on the potential of pluriversal cybersecurities, I implicitly pointed
oward a crushing universality in computing infrastructures, as Lizzie has effectively
rought out. However, I also wish to push this further to say that we are already

mplicated in a multitude of universes by our transdisciplinarity, the forces of the
nthropocene that are being unequally wrought upon us , as well as universes I have
et to encounter, which have been oppressed, marginalized, or simply ignored. I
hink this resonates with Clare’s called for a “provincialized” security. I find the
rgument not to become more niche and “cyber” specific key in making “our stories
elevant.” So, what stories do we make relevant and what is our power in doing so?
ow should we be crafting such stories ( Coles-Kemp, Ashenden, and O’Hara 2018 )?

n crafting such stories, I would be keen to develop ones that overlap, muddy, and
ender complex the sometimes-simple technological narratives of cybersecurity. 

Yet, to assume we can do this would be an error—and even more so as Lilly high-
ights through thinking of and with nonhumans. Computation is not simply a “tool”
waiting activation—and thus our efforts are multiplied and require even greater
luriversal thinking—that is worlds beyond our discourses and knowledge. Thus,
e must situate us (as differentially positioned people) among radically alternative
cologies that cannot be “solved” by a rational “human in the loop” ( Schwarz 2021 )
or by addressing a “human layer.” Still further, as Science and Technology Studies
STS) has informed the practice of IR ( Hoijtink and Leese 2019 ), its discussions
ust engage with indigenous thinking on nonhuman agency ( Rosiek, Snyder, and

ratt 2020 ) as well as further challenge the everyday and international to be forever
ecoming pluriversal. 

Clare Stevens: Rethinking the Categories of “Cyber” and “Security”

n my first piece, I wanted the term “provincializing” to signify that such a project
s not about judging the “sites” and “spaces” of cybersecurity as though they are
ndicative of relative deprivation or “progress” of peripheries in relation to some
utatively “developed” center, or that “we” should somehow be “provincial” in some
alue-laden sense. Instead, a critical project should be about rethinking the very cate-
ories by which we try to understand what is happening in the world today. We still
eed to theorize the world through categories, because they are crucial for a so-
ial science to address issues of social justice ( Barkawi and Laffey 2006 ; Chakrabarty
008 , 17; Bhambra 2010 ). The question then becomes of how we do so in a way
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that is cognizant of the heritage that these categories in theory and social thought
contain. 

Myriam’s generous characterization of my call to “pay attention to alternative lo-
calities and temporalities” was something I struggled with as I wrote my first piece.
I do not think that “cybersecurity” is as global as some of its more commercially
and politically vested interests might suggest. It strikes me that although I was want-
ing to make an argument for taking a less Eurocentric focus to our sites of study,
I wonder if that, as Pip has suggested, cybersecurity as a discourse is a symptom as
much as it might be a cause of wider social processes, in the sense that it is an
emergent property of, or allegory for, particular forms of capital and neoliberal
economic value chains. Even in its most positive, emancipatory, or “social security”
guises that we discuss elsewhere in the context of this piece, there is still something
troubling me about the kinds of places and forms of life that cybersecurity practices
and discourses center on, so that it makes me wonder if it is possible for a critical
cybersecurity to be truly “un-Eurocentric.”

Despite this, I think that while there may be sites that practices and interests in
cybersecurity tend to coagulate around (including our own roles and positions as
academics seeking publications and job security), I think our theorizations of what
“security” means can be provincialized. By this, I mean that I think Myriam’s re-
sponse has articulated the issue powerfully, even if I had not followed my own logic
through to the conclusion that we need to give up the “cyber” label. In trying to
describe my underlying fascination with “cybersecurity,” I see it as an (admittedly
limited) yardstick of how societies, states, communities, and people are making,
and making sense of , networked digital and computation technologies, and how that
in turn may be shaping ideas of societal vulnerability. And this should not be lim-
ited to specific sites or times (in the Global North). A critical cybersecurity thus
has the potential to be about theorizing and understanding (emergent, contingent,
co-produced) relations between technologies and communal living, not just “se-
curity,” even while recognizing the need to “provincialize or decenter [the] imag-
inary figure” of Enlightenment thought and its attendant categories that remain
“deeply embedded in cliched and shorthand forms in some everyday habits of thought
that invariably subtend attempts in the social sciences to address questions of po-
litical modernity” ( Chakrabarty 2008 , 4). So, a critical cybersecurity could jettison
the term “cyber” altogether, to unpack what categories such as “security” mean in
specific contexts for specific people(s) at specific times, so that things studied in
the name of “cyber” (or “digital security” or “networked societies”?) can and should
have insights for wider debates about “security.” To “rebuild” cybersecurity, as Myr-
iam neatly closed, this is going to be a fraught and uncertain project going forward,
but an exciting one that “we” (whoever that may be) should not be dispirited about.

Lilly Pijnenburg Muller: Bringing the Relational in the Sociotechnical to the Forefront 

In her reply, Pip raises key questions regarding how we draw attention to the
sociotechnical processes that go into the construction and making of cybersecurity.
I will not be able to resolve the issues she raises here, but I will try to fill in on
three main points that she raises. The first item I want to engage with is that my
intention is not to argue that digital technologies produce “more efficient decision
making” nor that this is the goal of digital technologies. Rather, my point that
is of utmost importance is that the configurations of technological systems that
“cyber” constitutes, such as machine learning, are unpacked to fully comprehend
their impact on knowledge production. A “critical cybersecurity” can as such assess
technological systems’ impact on the frames and capacities for decision-making
through its capacity to produce different constellations of knowledge than the
human brain. Unpacking the configurations of technological systems, and their
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onstitutive role in cybersecurity knowledge production, the kinds of implicit and
acit knowledge that later decisions and action frames are consequently informed
y can be illuminated. 
Second, my call to de-center the human is with the intent to move away from

his split of the human and technology and the heavy focus on human discourse
nd practice. The majority of research in International Relations and Critical Se-
urity Studies on cybersecurity has been conducted through discourse or practice
heory, with a focus on elites, strategies, and practices in and of state, international
rganizations, or expertise ( Stevens 2016 ). This has left materialities understood
s forming a passive background or simply an outcome of social forces ( Aradau
010 ). The technological dimension of security is not fully incorporated ( Hoijtink
nd Leese 2019 ; Stevens 2020 ). Shifting attention and approaching the social and
echnology together allows for a rethinking of where the politics takes place in the
veryday construction of security, and with what effect. Importantly, while calling
or a de-centering of the human, the social is still understood to hold an impor-
ant role in technological development. De-centering the human from the main
rotagonist, the human still holds a key role in relation to the development and
cologies of technology. By de-centering the human and not assuming any essential
receding categories of “social” or “technological,” this approach allows us to draw
ut how cybersecurity is an emergent product of relations , thereby complicating and
hallenging any apparent dichotomy between technological and social analytical
pproaches. 

This leads me to the third point and Pip’s question regarding the threat/security
xis as an accepted/received dichotomy. In answering the sets of questions posed
y Pip, I return back to the word “inversely” in my original text. The aim is not
o approach security as being made against a self-evident threat/risk, but rather
o understand security and threats and risk as relational, co-producing each other.
ndeed, neither threat nor security is understood as static; rather, they are continu-
usly evolving, emergent, and iterative. Making an analytical and conceptual move
way from understanding threat/risk as a dichotomous relation with “security” al-
ows for the possibility to sidestep around the “chicken and egg” dichotomy Pip
aises. Unpacking how security and threat-making are interrelated holds the poten-
ial to indeed allow for the called-for revelation (and destabilization) of the (human
nd technological and material and social) protagonists in the construction of both
hreat and security. By diving into the sites of their sociotechnical making and look-
ng at the semantics or co-construction of threats and risks and security, the goal is
ndeed to provide a “deeper dive” into the semantics of security and threat. 

Myriam Dunn Cavelty: Let Us All Become Activists 

t is much easier to have grand ideas about how to do things “better” than to actually
o the better things. I will not be able to solve this arguably pervasive problem of
ritical projects here, but I might attempt to fill two ideas sketched in my initial
iece with a bit more than hot air after Andrew’s thought-provoking response. The
rst item I want to reengage with is the idea of “positive” cybersecurity and the
econd is my previously superficial use of the term “hacking” that I would like to
osition more broadly as possible forms of resistance against the techno-dream. 
From our discussion here, it becomes obvious to me that there cannot be just one

orm of “positive” cybersecurity. Desirable futures should be thought in multitudes
o prevent alternative visions from becoming just as totalizing or patronizing as con-
emporary arrangements. Ultimately, we are looking to facilitate, in Lizzie’s words,
a positive change that benefits the security of people.” Yet, people are different,
nd their needs are different; to paraphrase Clare, we need to listen first before we
tart to engage. One aspect about security stripped bare of add-ons such as “cyber”
r “international” that forces us to think in pluralities and pushes us toward action
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beyond clever ideas is that security is transient, 11 a goal that we may continuously
work toward through different practices in different localities and by engaging with
different communities and materialities. If we think security in plurals, we enlarge
the “attack surface”—the IT-security term for all possible points of entry to breach a
system—for critical projects to be successful in bringing about change and we open
the door for aligning critical cybersecurity “with debates on algorithms and social
justice” as Andrew writes, and many more technologically infused security debates
now and in the future. 

In his response, Andrew suggests “a deconstruction of cybersecurity’s rationalities
rather than a ‘hack’.” My response is that a deconstruction, which I acknowledge as
a necessity with high priority, equals a hack. I am shamelessly tapping into a roman-
ticized idea of hacktivism here when I define “hacking” as a defiant act that breaks
the rules of a system, technical or not, in often clever, sometimes creative ways, in
order to expose the unwanted working of the system (on hacktivism as a form of
political resistance, see Karagiannopoulos 2021 ; for an early debate about taking
cultural and political resistance online, see Critical Art Ensemble 1994 , 1996 ). Yet,
desirable futures can be crafted through tools of resistance that I believe should
become an integral part of a discussion about critical cybersecurity so that those
who feel so inclined can move from intellectual ideas to activist practices that seek
to bring about positive change in various ways. 12 One concrete way to do this is to
follow in the footsteps of groups such as the Critical Art Ensemble or the Electronic
Disturbance Theater, who use art and performance as nonviolent acts of defiance
across and between digital and non-digital spaces. 

Lizzie Coles-Kemp: How Might We Rewire the Circuits of Power? 

Lilly’s thoughtful reflections draw my attention to two key themes: the sociomate-
riality of technological security and the need for a critical awareness of power in
relation to technological security. In exploring these themes, we begin to achieve
clarity on what critical cybersecurity analysis might be. 

Lilly points out that technological security is neither technological nor social but
a point at which technological and social understandings of security come together.
Cybersecurity technology is an “embodiment of societal knowledge” ( Dunn Cavelty
2018 ) with the social understanding of security shaping the technical and vice versa.
This is a mangle of practice as sociologist Andrew Pickering (1993) described this
sociotechnical interaction. An example of this is the firewall with its logging and
alerting of access events. The firewall is configured with a social understanding of
what constitutes unauthorized access and the firewalls’ responses to access events
shape that social understanding. If we linger over the term “mangle of practice,” we
might ask ourselves whether in cybersecurity’s case this technical–social interaction
is not only a mangle of practice but also a mangle of security logic. While the social
and technological conception of security might start with the same underpinning
logic forged through a common understanding of who or what needs to be secured
and from which threats, it is more often the case that this common understanding is
arrived at through the to-ing and fro-ing of technical–social interaction. New forms
11 
CLARE : Pluralities, yes, this is an important way to think about it, and to reiterate the old point that “security” is 

a process not a final destination. 
12 

ANDREW : I think this link to activism is fascinating and should be brought up in the conclusion more - makes me 
think of the C.A.S.E. Collective (2006) and also the Beirut School ( Abboud et al. 2018 ). 
CLARE : Yes! This point keeps recurring to me as I read our comments about what a critical cybersecurity looks like, 
and who could/should do it, and who could/should be listening (policymakers? practitioners? citizens?). This reminds 
me of something by David Hess (2009) on the role that NGOs and his study of civil society research, suggesting an 
alternative to traditional routes for research agenda setting in science, which are dominated by for- profit and govern- 
ment funding organizations. Could this be an interesting counter to our general dis-ease with the political economies 
of cybersecurity? 

y 2022
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f security logic emerge from this interaction where not only is the technology and
ata to be protected but so too the social phenomena that they represent ( Coles-
emp 2020 ). In this case, the security logic has a social–technical relation as its
rimary referent object, and it is this relation that is so often the necessary focus of
ritical cybersecurity analysis. 

In the examination of the social–technical relation, the argument in the second
art of Lilly’s response comes to the fore as these social–technical relations both
hape and are shaped by networks of power. I agree that for software engineers,
esigners, and implementers to be aware of the societal and individual impacts of

he technologies they make and implement would be an important step forward,
ut security technologies will only truly support the security of people when soci-
tal norms start to demand that this is so. To encourage a change in societal norms
equires a different type of research engagement, one that facilitates rather than
irects conversations about the roles of security technology in society and carries
hose conversations across the networks of power accessible to the researcher and
heir institution. Such facilitation requires a shift of power from researchers to par-
icipants and the communities they come from ( Dunphy et al. 2014 ). Not only must
he methods of data gathering be democratized and inclusive but so too the re-
earch design process. Research goals, questions, and design must also be in the
ands of participants and their communities with the critical security researcher
eing only one of several voices shaping research direction. As critical security re-
earchers, we are not only facilitators but also rewirers who have networks of power
nd influence that can be leveraged. By banding together and channeling the vi-
ions of cybersecurity emerging ground-up, critical security researchers can also
ewire the circuits of power that are central to the academic–industrial complex
hat sustains cybersecurity. 

Pip Thornton: The Cybersecurity–Industrial Complex 

t strikes me in all this talk of deconstruction and thinking about what is being
ecured that it might be useful for a critical cybersecurity to unravel something I
riefly mentioned before, namely the switch from information security to cybersecurity .
n investigation of this semantic upgrade might reveal, for example, a different
mphasis on information as the thing to be secured, to cyber—with its linguistic and
ultural connotations pointing to an emphasis on the spatial and temporal—indeed
hronopolitical—environment through which information moves/is moved. And I
ant to suggest that this shift in emphasis hinges on the ongoing commodification
f information-as-data and its production, storage, and movement, and—as Clare
uggests—the links between “value” and capitalist time and space. 

As Powers and Jablonski (2015 , 30) point out in their work on the information–
ndustrial complex, the logistics of moving information around the globe—via
mail, social media, news outlets, etc.—is inexpensive and simple compared to the
re-internet era, indeed “[a] significant difference today is that transaction costs
ttendant with transnational flows of information approach zero.” From here, we
an perhaps look to Benedict Anderson (2006) to appreciate the vast geopolitical
mpact of technologically exponentially advancing flows of information. If the
ows of information facilitated by print capitalism were key in the development
f the “nation-state,” so digital flows of information must be equally if not more
literally) ground-breaking/making in how they dissolve some boundaries yet are
ound/bounded by the constructs and logics of the digital economy. Indeed, there

s not just a near-zero cost to information flow today, but rather there is a significant
rofit to be made. The movement of information is now not only instantaneous but
 lucrative form of income in systems of digital capitalism, and crucially this means
hat the quality of information suffers, while its quantity skyrockets. However,
he vastness and speed of modern digital information flows make them inherently
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difficult to secure, while also becoming a tool of power over citizens both in terms of
fears over personal data security and in political debates about encryption, privacy,
and policing. Likewise, the control over who sees (or believes) what information
becomes an ever-growing problem to global security and stability. 

Powers and Jablonski suggest that “digital information is commodified through its
securitization” . . . “information that was primarily of use value, including phone call
and internet-use metadata, was transformed into having exchange value through
the lens of security” ( Powers and Jablonski 2015 , 73). In short, a critical cyberse-
curity must interrogate the agency of the narrative its nomenclature produces. It
is the insecurity of information that makes it valuable economic and political capi-
tal, and that insecurity is fueled by the construct of cyber both as a brand and as a
biopolitical tool, but also as an othered space through which we are now forced to
communicate. 

Calling it cybersecurity and not information security creates the narrative that con-
structs insecurity while simultaneously sustaining the security industry. It is this in-
terdependent relationship of vested interests that—playing on the concept of the
military–industrial complex—leads Powers and Jablonski to identify a “silicon trian-
gle” between policy makers, industry, and the public ( Powers and Jablonski 2015 ,
50). The title of their book identifies this new “information-industrial complex” as
“The Real Cyber War,” which is itself a telling insight into the marketability and
popular impact of cyber as opposed to information. Going back to my first piece, the
word cyber is worth far more in a Google advert than information. 

One other important point in this critique is how a cybersecurity–industrial com-
plex applies itself in the Global South. Just as the “preservation of colonial mar-
kets” was an important factor in the development of the military–industrial complex
( Pursell 1972 ), so critical cybersecurity studies must also attend to the constructs of
(in)securitization in developing countries. Quasi-philanthropic data grabs under
the guise of free connectivity by companies such as Facebook and Google demon-
strate the co-dependence of insecurity and security, revealing how and for whose
profit such data are exploited, and in whose interests the insecure remain as such. 

I started off writing this section with a view to picking up the previous thread
about cybersecurity as symptom or cause, but it tied me in knots. However, through
adopting the lens of a cybersecurity–industrial complex, it becomes clear why this
thread is so inherently difficult to unpick; cybersecurity is a pharmakon—it is both
the poison and the cure, and it is to this complex that a critical cybersecurity must
urgently attend. 

Paths Forward 

“Although critical theory takes many different forms, it always distinguishes itself from 

other forms of theorising in terms of its orientation towards change and the possibility 
of futures that do not reproduce the patterns of hegemonic power of the present.”
( Hutchings 2007 , 72) 

As Kimberly Hutchings reflects, there is an orientation in critical approaches
toward articulating new futures with alternative forms of power. This is no different
with regard to thinking about the dominant forms of power in cybersecurity,
which range across those who create, control, sell, and leverage technology to
often subjugate, control, and simply make life difficult against their interests.
Within this discussion, we have provided a range of different ways of how to “do”
critical cybersecurity, drawn from our various interpretations of what it means to be
critical. These ranged from resituating our perspectives and frames of thought on
economics and techno-dreams to opening up pluriverses, the role of nonhuman
agencies to the potentials of provincializing cybersecurity. This was accompanied
by an explicit methodological attention to hacking, to researching through STS,
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o how to change technological design through facilitating, rather than directing,
onversations. At its very broadest though, we have taken critical here to mean
ritical of positivist or technologically essentializing approaches. 

As evident from our conversation, however, there is no one way to do cybersecu-
ity. As much as cybersecurity is distributed, contested, and seeps into everyday life,
here is no one way to engage in a critical project as much as there are alternative
isciplinary perspectives and methodologies. We hope that we have reflected not
nly on such an impossibility but also on the many paths that we may take, which
uggest a methodological and conceptual heterogeneity as much as practical rea-
ons to engage in policy, technological design, and question the academic, political,
post-)colonial, and economic systems we find ourselves within. So, rather than of-
ering “conclusions” as if to claim that there is ever a conclusion to a critical project,
elow we offer some collective thoughts and four potential pathways on what it may
e to critically engage and do cybersecurity. 
First, critical cybersecurity could act as a “home” for a range of perspectives and

isciplines that do not have to converge on a particular theme. 13 However, what
ingers is the plural “we” that pervades our collective discussion, and one that should
emain central to any form of critical engagement, especially as we are all scholars
rom the global minority. Thus, what “we” do we wish to encourage? This may in-
lude stronger engagements—or facilitating—with disadvantaged communities. 

Second, and relatedly, as with any critical project, this will involve constant self-
eflexivity about the “we” that such a project envisions. As Myriam proposes, this
ncourages us to reflect on how we may all become “activists.” This will require
lways asking who stands to benefit, as in Pip’s contribution, or how we may be sim-
ly contributing to an ever-growing “cybersecurity–industrial complex.” In asking
ho stands to benefit, we need to accept that we do not know how to do cyber-

ecurity. It is only in conversation with others, centering their lives, practices, and
nowledges—which Andrew terms pluriversal and Clare provincializing—that we
ay identify different futures. It means being an activist in sometimes subtle, some-

imes more overt, ways depending on who we are working with, and in what contexts
nd places. 

In setting up such a home with which we may become “activists,” it requires, third,
uilding coalitions and alliances. To “do” cybersecurity means we must also work
ith those who may not be our conventional “allies” as much as we may wish to
uild and assist those communities that are not given sufficient attention or are not
eard enough (whether that be people of color, those from the global majority,
omen, persons with disabilities, and many others). This means articulating who
e want to speak to, why, and what sites of future discussion should be. There may
e times we simply promote discussions of others, developing new forms of setting
he research agenda, or find ways of finding funding and time to build with these
ommunities, rather than for these communities. 

This brings us to a fourth path, which is about how we communicate and artic-
late the diversity of this thing we call cybersecurity. This may be through creative
nd artistic interventions, in hacking, and even developing new “stories” as Lizzie ar-
ues, within and outside of policy. These stories might inform new ways of engaging
he figure of the “user” amid nonhuman agencies, as Lilly implores us to recognize,
hereas hacking and interventions may create new spaces for politics, awareness,
nd change. It is on the latter two paths whereby our thinking and practice become
elevant ; we must translate, work with, and articulate why critical perspectives are
mportant, whether that be through participatory methods, questioning academic
ork that perpetuates “cyber-hype,” or challenging framings in policy reports. 
13 
MYRIAM : What makes us “cyber” scholars though? There has to be some differentiation and some common 

round, no? PIP : I would run a mile from being called a “cyber” scholar... I’m not sure how this works, but I want to be 
 scholar being critical of “cyber” without being a “cyber” scholar, which is possibly why it’s so hard in disciplinary terms 
o get any purchase or impact. 
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Cybersecurity—although complex and riddled with discursive and material
power differences—must have critical voices (that may not identify as cybersecurity
at all). This may mean playing with different terms and accepting that sometimes
one must use the tools provided for us to forge instruments that permit new forma-
tions to take place. It is then an effort to open up the field, one with disciplinary
frictions that are productive for something anew, not a closing. This requires an
expansion of possibilities, writing against boundaries, perhaps “hacking,” getting
stuck in, and being constitutive of what Lizzie terms as part of our redemption. In-
deed, drawing on themes of resistance and the deconstruction of this subject we
are meant to be studying, perhaps we should be thinking about what a critical cy-
bersecurity might undo rather than what it can do—how can it destabilize power
structures and challenge inequalities, for example, even if this means undoing the
narratives of cybersecurity? As much as any “doing” does, it must also undo, to per-
mit something new to emerge. Whatever it is, we all know that cybersecurity as it
currently stands is ill-suited to the global majority, disadvantaged communities, and
a project of critical cybersecurity is a broader project of resistance and revision in a
world of computationally mediated interactions. 
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